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Significant progress has recently been made in understanding fast electron energy transport
in solid density plasmas using the Vulcan 100 TW and PW facilities that have provided 0.5
ps –

-2

1 ps laser pulses on target in the intensity regime 1019 Wcm – 5·1020 Wcm-2. We

describe the different diagnostics employed and demonstrate that qualitative agreement has
been found between the data from these experiments with analytic theory (the Davies’ rigid
beam model) and hybrid code modeling.
The essential ingredients of the rigid beam model are Ohm’s law E = jjt that relates the
electric field E to the current density jt of the target, the target resistivity given by

j=j0(T/T0)c, where T is the temperature of the target, the subscript 0 indicates initial values
and c is a constant, and Ohmic heating given by • T/• t = j jt / C, where C is the heat
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capacity. With the assumption of approximate (or quasi) current neutrality j + jt
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0,

Faraday’s law provides the growth of the magnetic field
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The first term on the right hand side of this equation generates a magnetic field that acts to
push the electrons towards regions of high current density (providing a focusing or pinching
effect) whereas the second term acts to push electrons towards regions of higher resistivity
(providing a beam hollowing effect). Davies [1] solved this problem for a blunt cylindrical
beam with a fixed current density moving at constant velocity that varies only with radius.
He showed that, as the temperature rises, the magnetic field decreases and eventually
changes sign, and hollows the beam rather than focus it.

We have recently reported new and significant observations of plasma formation on the back
of thick plastic targets in multi-TW laser-plasma interactions where this effect is confirmed
[2]. The experiments were performed with a series of higher laser powers than those used in
the experiments that originally demonstrated magnetic focusing [3]. The results showed that,
as the laser power increased, the jet from the back of the target became broader and was
eventually replaced by a ring of plasma, in line with the predictions of this model.

To follow up these observations, we performed experiments to measure the beam divergence
using the Vulcan PW laser facility. This laser delivers up to 300 J in pulse duration of 0.5 ps.
Typically 40 % of the laser energy is contained within a 7 om diameter focal spot, giving a
focused intensity up to 5·1020 Wcm-2. The p-polarized laser has a wavelength of 1054 nm
and irradiated targets at 28° and 40° angle of incidence from the target normal. Copper
targets of dimensions 4 mm · 2 mm ranging in thickness of 5 om – 75 om were irradiated.
Up to 16 different diagnostics were employed on the experiments to measure the transport
pattern . These included shadowgraphy and interferometry (using a 0.5 ps transverse probe
beam), time resolved imaging of the thermal radiation in the optical region, 68 eV and 256
eV X-UV imaging using multi-layer mirrors with CCD detectors, Cu Kc X-ray imaging
using spherically curved Quartz 211 crystals, X-ray pinhole cameras, single hit CCD
spectrometers, conically curved CsAP spectrometers to measure the Al resonance line
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emission spectra, and HOPG spectrometers. A schematic of the arrangement of some of
these detectors is shown in Figure 1, along with typical images of the XUV and Kc"signals
that were recorded during the experiments [4].

68 eV image

Kc"image

shadowgram
50 om Cu foil

of

Figure 1. Schematic arrangement of the diagnostics and typical images obtained.

The diagnostics indicate a divergent energy flow pattern. The Kc imaging has a 54° angle
compared with 78° for the shadowgrams.

The shadowgrams are dependent on the

expansion velocity of the plasma that, in turn, depends on a combination of energy density
and mean kinetic energy of the fast electrons. The Kc imaging is dependent mainly upon the
energy density of the fast electrons (and this explains the differences in the divergence angle
derived from measurements using these diagnostic methods). The divergence angle is larger
than the 40° reported by Stephens et al., for lower intensities on target (that were up to
5·1019 Wcm-2) [5]. The increased beam divergence with intensity on target is consistent with
predictions of reduced magnetic focusing in the rigid beam model [6]. 5 om Cu-foil targets
show a “triple-humped” structure, but these are not due to beam hollowing. Instead, they are
due to collisional filtering of lower energy electrons in the foil, resulting in a higher mean
energy of the electrons emitted at large radii, which still had a sufficient energy density to
form a plasma on the rear surface as a result of the high intensity and low target thickness.
Most features of the experiment are qualitatively reproduced using the Davies’ hybrid code,
albeit with an upper and lower bound to the Kc divergence (which were limited by the
particle boundary conditions in the code). These results have been submitted for publication
[4].
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Other targets were irradiated to investigate the effects of cone-guiding. Gold cones (40°
opening angle, 30 om inner end-wall diameter, 5 om end-wall thickness) were attached to Al
/ Cu / Al slabs to diagnose energy transport through the package. Shadowgrams show large
lateral expansion of the end of the cone, but no expansion on the rear surface of the
diagnostic package. Thermal radiation from rear surface of the target shows little
enhancement of the heating due to E-field and B-field guiding – the cone acts simply as
additional material tR. This may be due a number of factors – the cone angle, the end wall
diameter being much larger than the focal spot (30 om compared with 7 om), the pedestal
level etc. More experiments are needed before definite conclusions can be drawn.

Shadowgrams of cone-wire targets also show a large lateral plasma expansion around the tip
of the cone. Hydrodynamic modelling of density profiles taken along different sections of
the wire (derived from interferometry) indicates surface heating of the wires. See the paper
by J.Green et al. in this conference proceedings.
Plastic cones (40° opening angle, 30 om inner end-wall diameter, no end wall) were attached
to 4 om CH / 0.2 om Al/ 4 om CH slabs. The cone reduced the size of the heated region,
although similar temperatures were derived from spectral line-shape fitting the Al Hec and
Lyc emission lines. It is interesting to note that the transport patterns changed from annular
when plane plastic sandwich slab were irradiated to circular when cone-attached targets
were irradiated. The 256 eV photon pattern is smaller in area with cone guide and close to
the opening entrance hole diameter of the guide cone. The data is under analysis to model
the interaction physics.
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